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stones* Now and again we met a craft of the dimensions of our
own being poled laboriously upstream hy tattooed boatmen, and
more often much smaller dug-out canoes in which the fishermen
were visiting the upright bamboo poles amidstream to which
fishing lines were made fast. Here and there, but far between,
amongst the dense forest appeared the matting walls of houses
raised on piles.
Nearing sunset our boatmen made fast alongside a sandy bank
between the water's edge and the jungle.    Fires were lit for the
double purpose of cooking our suppers and scaring away wild
beasts.    And there we spent the night, spreading our simple
bedding on the white sand near the boat.    Poor Mohammed's
spirits were at their lowest ebb and as 1 lay on the sand and
watched the daylight turn to dusk and the dusk to night I heard
him sob as he bent over a small camp fins saucepan in hand,   I
cheered him as best I could  but to little dVoct.    4* My lute
master/' he said in choking voice, ** always stayed in the best
hotels."    But where could be a better hostel than that we had
found on this sand-spit of the  Yu  river ?     Across the pool,
perhaps thirty or forty yards wide, the forest trees rose majestic-
ally, some that had lost their leaves at this dry period of the year
towering like gaunt skeletons, high above the rest.   The entrance
and exit of this peaceful reach of water were hidden amongst the
trees and the stream flowed so silently and so slowly that it seemed
motionless.   On the still surface every detail of the evening scene
was reflected, the trees and the high hills that rose beyond the
trees.   Here and there immense spikes of bamboo shot through
the lower vegetation and bending under their own weight turned
their heads toward the earth again.   Night fell quickly but the
moon rose, nearing full, and flooded the scene with the radiance
of luminous silver.   Fitfully our fires burned, now merely a ruddy
glow of ashes, now a soaring flame as the Burmese boatmen
threw on more wood.   The crackling of the dry logs broke the
silence of the night and every now and again a fish leapt in the
pool to fall back upon the water with a resounding splash,   A few
night birds uttered their fretful cry and a single cicada—for at
this dry season the insects keep silence—gave forth his grating
music with much noise for so small a creature.    Above, the
moonlight drowned the stars but nearer earth the smaller light of
fireflies flashed momentarily only to be extinguished again and
again to be rekindled.   The air was hot and laden with the scent
of the dry jungle and the smoke of our little fires was aromatic

